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Right but not left hemispheric discrimination of
faces in infancy

The result section of this version has been edited to correct 1) an error on the degrees of
freedom when condition was a factor, 2) inconsistencies between the table and the text.
These corrections do not affect the reported significance of the results which were computed with
the true values. GDL

Parvaneh Adibpour, Jessica Dubois and Ghislaine Dehaene-Lambertz*

The ontogeny of the functional asymmetries of the human brain is poorly understood. Are they a consequence of differential
development based on competition mechanisms, or are they constitutive of the human brain architecture from the start? Using
structural magnetic resonance imaging and a face-discrimination electroencephalography paradigm with lateralized presentation of faces, we studied face perception in infants over the first postnatal semester. We showed that the corpus callosum is
sufficiently mature to transfer visual information across hemispheres, but the inter-hemispheric transfer time of early visual
responses is modulated by callosal fibre myelination. We also revealed that only the right hemisphere shows evidence of face
discrimination when presented in the left visual hemifield. This capability improved throughout the first semester with no evidence of discrimination in the left hemisphere. Face-processing lateralization is thus a characteristic of the infant’s extra-striate
visual cortex, highlighting the differential left–right organization of the human brain already established in infanthood.

T

he adult human brain is divided into multiple functional
regions that are remarkably similar across individuals despite
differences in cultural, linguistic or socio-economic background. Even for culturally learned skills, such as reading, similarly localized activations are observed across writing systems and
ages of acquisition1, revealing the weight of structural constraints
on functional architecture. Despite a growing body of evidence on
the existence of specialized functional modules in the adult brain,
the developmental course of such functional specialization is still
poorly understood. Hemispheric functional asymmetries represent
a radical example of functional specialization, because a priori similar cortical areas end up with different functional specificities.
Here, we aimed to understand the origin of the right-hemispheric advantage for face processing. Two main hypotheses can be
proposed. The first hypothesis proposes that structural differences
between hemispheres result in a higher efficiency of the right hemisphere to process faces from the start. These structural differences
might be determined early on during gestation based on cortical
‘protomaps’2. They may also be driven or amplified by maturational
asymmetries in grey- or white-matter pathways, which would give
rise to a transitory advantage in one hemisphere when infants are
exposed to frequent and expected stimuli, such as speech and faces3,4.
In line with this first hypothesis, asymmetries in cortical maturation5 and in bundle myelination6,7 have already been reported in the
language network during the first semester after birth. The second
hypothesis postulates that both hemispheres are equally competent
at the onset of development and responses to faces become restricted
to the right hemisphere as infants and children enlarge their visual
world and learn new visual categories8. The organization of the
final mosaic of specialized regions in the adult brain is determined
through competition possibly weighted by inherent structural connectivity advantages9. For example, visual word-specific activation
is left lateralized in order to reduce the path length toward the
oral language network, resulting in a competition between words
and faces to occupy the same territory in the left hemisphere10.
This idea is supported by evidence of more right-lateralized
responses to faces in normal readers compared to dyslexic children11

and illiterate adults12. In both hypotheses, connectivity, maturation
and exposure have an influence on the final organization; however,
they diverge on the initial organization of the brain. The first proposes initial neural specificities of genetic origin that constrain the
processing of the visual environment, whereas the second emphasizes the role of the environment in determining the organization
of the brain. This debate is not purely theoretical as plasticity might
be reduced in areas committed to specific functions, explaining
long-term effects of early sensory deprivation13 and, more generally,
inadequate early stimulation.
Faces are the first and most frequent visual stimulus to which
infants are exposed, and face recognition is crucial to establish
social bonding. Face perception is hypothesized to rely on both
innate biases for orienting one’s gaze to face-like stimuli and personal experience in discriminating faces of one’s entourage14–16.
From birth on, neonates discriminate their mother’s face from a
stranger’s initially using predominantly the hairline and outer contour of the head17,18. They tolerate only a slight deviation from the
frontal view in recognizing the same face19. During the first months
after birth, they rapidly progress in recognizing novel faces, even
when presented in different orientations20, and perform better for
ethnic faces with which they are most familiar21 and the gender that
is most represented around them22–24.
What are the neural bases of this rapid and efficient learning?
Is there already a right-hemisphere advantage to process faces in
infants? Electro-encephalography (EEG is the easiest technique to use
to study the infant brain. Two evoked-related response (ERP) components, the N290 and P400 (which correspond to an electric negativity
(N) around 290 ms and a positivity (P) around 400 ms), have been
reported to be modulated by face perception25–28 and face discrimination24,29–31. Although a larger right response has been reported in
some studies26,32, these components are commonly measured bilaterally. Recently, 4–6-month-old infants were shown to recognize
faces in different orientations in natural scenes, and the face-selective
responses highlighted by a frequency-tagging approach appeared to
be strongly right lateralized33, in agreement with the hemispheric
asymmetries described in adults using the same method34.
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Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) studies confirm an early righthemispheric superiority. Using a recording patch over the temporal
areas in 5–8-month-old infants, previous studies showed a bilateral
response to canonical upright faces relative to a baseline of vegetable pictures35–37, but a right-hemispheric advantage emerged when
canonical versus scrambled faces35 and upright versus inverted faces37
were contrasted. The response in the right hemisphere progressively
enlarged during the third trimester of life, notably for other views of a
face38. Positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) studies in young children are surprisingly
less conclusive. Responses to faces have been localized to the fusiform regions in infants39,40, but they might be less specific to such
stimuli than later in life, as these regions were similarly activated by
faces and objects in 3–8-month-old infants compared to adults40. The
reported fusiform activations were either not lateralized40 or weakly
right lateralized39. Note that in NIRS studies, measurements from a
large temporal recording patch were merged. This may increase the
sensitivity to small but consistent differences in each voxel from the
ventral temporal areas but may also sum up activity from different
regions involved in face perception—that is, the fusiform gyrus, the
occipital face area and the posterior superior temporal region—that
were reported but not merged for analyses in the fMRI and PET
studies. Face-specific activations measured with fMRI in the ventral visual areas remain weak over a long period. Hardly observed
in young children at 5–8 years of age41 (but see ref. 42), face-selective
responses in the fusiform gyrus progressively enlarge throughout
childhood, with a stronger right lateralization in adults than in children43–45. A longer period of cortical microstructural changes in the
posterior fusiform gyrus than in neighbouring areas might support
this long functional development46.
Another way to establish each hemisphere’s specificities is to
exploit visual hemifield presentation: owing to the organization of
the visual pathways, only the contralateral hemisphere is informed
to the stimulus until inter-hemispheric transfer occurs. In adults,
the reaction times for recognizing faces are faster when presented
in the left hemifield (right hemisphere) than in the right hemifield
wheres opposite results are obtained for word reading47. A lefthemifield alexia reported in a patient with a lesion of the splenium48
and the requirement of a left-hemifield presentation to encode face
identity across different orientations49 are some of the examples that
establish the superiority of one or the other hemisphere in adults
and the need to transfer information to the specialized hemisphere
for correct processing.
In infants, a left-hemifield (that is, a right-hemisphere) superiority was observed in three-month-olds, who oriented faster to
familiar faces presented in the left hemifield than in the right50,51.
A robust left-hemifield superiority was also reported when the two
faces were differing in eye size and eye orientation but a reverse
Reverse
----- hemifield–right
------ hemisphere advantage) was observed
left and effect (left
right
when differing for by their eye shape in 4–10-month-old infants52.
However, behavioural experiments cannot disentangle the following hypotheses: (1) both hemispheres perform the task but
the left hemisphere is slower than the right; or (2) only the right
hemisphere performs the task, revealing a radical dissociation as
reported in adults.
Furthermore, if both hemispheres have different competencies,
what is the role of the corpus callosum in amplifying or reducing
these differences? This large pathway is completed during gestation53, but its myelination continues until adolescence. With regards
to the splenium fibres that connect visual regions, their myelination
begins after the third postnatal month and rapidly progresses until
the end of the first year54,56 and possibly later on56. We therefore wondered whether this rapid maturation has a role in the development
of left–right functional asymmetries allowing the most competent
hemisphere to inhibit the other57 or whether the callosal fibres only
follow the maturational development of the connected visual areas.

To explore the question of inter-hemispheric transfer, a conditional learning paradigm was previously used in which infants
learned to orient to an upper toy for one image and to a lower toy
for another image. The images were first presented in one hemifield,
and it was analysed whether the number of trials to reach the learning criterion was reduced for the same images secondarily presented
in the other hemifield, thus revealing the transfer of learning from
one hemisphere to the other. A transfer was observed at 6 months
of age when a face and a scrambled face were presented58 but no
inter-hemispheric transfer was observed before 24 months of age
when two faces were used51,52,59. Therefore, reconsidering the first
study58, it has been hypothesized that face categorization was probably conveyed through subcortical pathways to both hemispheres
and that face identity encoding required the corpus callosum, which
was not fully functional before the second year of life. By contrast,
it has been shown that neonates were able to transfer tactile and
haptic information from one hand to the other60. The discrepancy
between these results may be related to a different experimental
sensitivity, but are more likely to be related to the fibres connecting
perirolandic sensory regions that are consistently more mature than
visual splenium fibres from gestation onwards61.
We therefore aimed to reconsider these questions because of the
opportunities offered by coupling structural and functional brain
imaging techniques. We used diffusion MRI and high-density (128
channels) EEG in a group of 40 infants aged between 1 and 6 months;
13 of whom completed both diffusion MRI and EEG tests. We first
assessed the influence of connectivity on the infant’s visual responses
by correlating the speed of visual ERPs with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) measurements of white-matter maturation obtained in the
same infants. DTI can be used to follow white-matter myelination
throughout infancy owing to its sensitivity to water molecule diffusion6,62–65. Water diffusion becomes preferentially channeled along
axons with the progressive myelination of the fibres, resulting in a
decrease in transverse diffusivity. In parallel, myelination accelerates
the conduction of neural responses, which can be captured on the
scalp through decreases in the latencies of the ERP components. For
central stimuli, for instance, the latency of the first visual evoked
component (P1) shifts from around 300 ms at birth to about 120 ms
at 12 weeks of age66. We have previously related this acceleration to
the myelination of the optic radiation and, notably, to a decrease in
transverse diffusivity6. Here, we first compared the P1 latency for
central and lateralized stimuli, and correlated the speed of the P1
response appearing on the contralateral hemisphere to the transverse diffusivity of the optic radiation. We also measured the interhemispheric transfer time (IHTT) as the difference between the
contra- and ipsilateral P1 and correlated its related speed with the
transverse diffusivity in the splenium fibres that connect the visual
areas. In adults, a shorter IHTT has been shown to correlate with
lower mean diffusivity67, higher fractional anisotropy68 and higher
axon diameter69 in the posterior part of the corpus callosum.
Second, we evaluated each hemisphere’s competency in discriminating lateralized faces. Are both hemispheres or is only
the right hemisphere reacting to a new face? How is information
on face identity exchanged between hemispheres? Therefore, we
exposed infants to two streams of faces in the left and right hemifield. One face was assigned to one hemifield and was presented
frequently (standard image). Occasionally deviant faces, defined
as either a new face (new-deviant image) or the standard face of
the other side (known-deviant image), were presented. The newdeviant condition was used to separately study each hemisphere’s
response to change and therefore to compare their efficiency.
The known-deviant condition was used to study the functional
efficiency of the corpus callosum at this age. We hypothesized
that if the corpus callosum is already efficient, the ipsilateral
face (known-deviant image) should be considered as familiar as
the contralateral face (standard image), whereas if there is no
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Fig. 1 | EEG experimental paradigms. a, Centralized presentation: a stream of female (or male) face images was presented at the centre of the screen.
Each face was presented during 250 ms, separated by a random interval of 550–950 ms during which a rotating and coloured bull’s eye was presented
at the centre of the screen. b, Lateralized presentation: two streams of face images were presented in the left and right visual hemifields in an alternating
fashion. The coloured bull’s eye was always rotating at the centre of the screen to attract the infants’ gaze towards the centre of the screen and to avoid
saccades to the periphery. In each block of the experimental design, one face image was attributed to each side and was presented for 250 ms followed
by a post-stimulus random interval of 550–950 ms. Each block consisted of only female or only male images. c, The different conditions of the lateralized
paradigm: for each block, one standard face was attributed to one side and presented in approximately 80% of trials. In around 10% of trials,
known-deviant faces corresponded to the standard faces on the incorrect side whereas new deviant faces were rare faces with no attributed side
(around 10% of trials). For copyright reasons, the right standard face is different from the one presented in the experiment.

inter-hemispheric transfer, it should be considered as novel as the
new-deviant face.

Results

An efficient inter-hemispheric transfer of early visual responses
in infants. ERPs responses. Brain visual responses to faces were
recorded with a high-density EEG system (128 channels) in infants
aged between 5.6 and 23.6 weeks. Twenty-three infants were
tested with central faces (Fig. 1). The P1 latency measured over
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mid-occipital areas decreased with age from 185 to 121 ms (R2 = 0.41,
P < 0.001 in 23 infants; Fig. 2a,c) and reached a plateau around
12 weeks of age (Fig. 2c). This decrease in P1 latency was better
fitted with a third degree polynomial (R2 = 0.72, P < 0.001) than
with a linear model (Akaike’s information criterion70 (AIC) polynomial model = 179; AIC linear model = 189).
Lateralized faces were used in 40 infants (including the 23
infants mentioned above). An initial response in the contralateral
hemisphere was identified followed by a response in the ipsilateral
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Fig. 2 | P1 component. a, Voltage–time course in response to central stimuli averaged over a cluster of electrodes covering the mid-occipital region in
one infant (21 weeks old). Time zero marks the onset of the face stimuli. b, Responses to faces presented in the right hemifield averaged across the left
and right occipital clusters of electrodes (red and blue curves, respectively) for the same infant. The contralateral P1 appears over the left hemisphere
and then propagates towards the ipsilateral hemisphere. c, Relation between P1 latencies and infants’ age: P1 for central stimuli (black curve, 23 infants),
contralateral P1 for lateralized stimuli (red curve and text, 40 infants), and inter-hemispheric transfer-time (cyan curve and text, 40 infants). P1 latencies
were faster for central than for lateralized stimuli and reached a plateau at 12 weeks of age, whereas the decrease was linear for the contralateral P1 and
the inter-hemispheric transfer times.
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hemisphere (Fig. 2b). The P1 latency for contralateral responses
to lateralized faces was slower than the responses to central faces
(t1,22 = 9.3, P = 0.004) and linearly decreased with age (from 341 to
137 ms, R2 = 0.51, P < 0.001 in 40 infants; Fig. 2c). The IHTT similarly decreased from 315 to 84 ms (R2 = 0.39, P < 0.001: Fig. 2c). The
age-related slopes did not differ between the contralateral P1 latency
and IHTT (t1,39 = 1.5, P > 0.1). Finally, P1 latencies and IHTT were
similar for faces in the left and right hemifield (P1: t1,39 < 1, P > 0.1;
IHTT: t1,39 = −1.5, P > 0.1).
DTI measurements. The maturation of the optic radiations and
commissural fibres was studied in 22 infants imaged with diffusion
MRI and compared to the equivalent tracts in the auditory domain
to control for general vs domain-specific maturation. We dissected
the optic (OR) and acoustic radiations, the visual (vCC) and auditory callosal fibres (aCC) with probabilistic tractography (Fig. 3a).
For all tracts, DTI transverse diffusivity significantly decreased with
a

Optic radiations

age (Fig. 3b, −0.87 < r < −0.68, P < 0.001). Using partial correlations
to remove global effects of the age of the infants (Table 1, Fig. 3d),
we observed significantly correlated maturational patterns for the
microstructural properties of optic radiations and visual callosal
fibres (r(OR–vCC | age) = 0.78, P < 0.001) and for the visual and auditory
callosal fibres (r(vCC–aCC | age) = 0.74, P < 0.001). These results suggest
that bundles belonging to the visual network mature in synchrony
similar to the callosal fibres connecting visual and auditory regions
in the splenium. Finally, transverse diffusivity was lower in the left
relative to the right hemisphere in both optic radiations (t21 = −5.3,
P < 0.001) and auditory radiations (t21 = −5.1, P = 0.001), suggesting
an advanced maturation in the left hemisphere tracts.
In a subgroup of 13 infants for whom both the ERP lateralized
paradigm and diffusion MRI had been acquired, we investigated
whether the conduction speed of visual evoked responses (that is distance divided by latency, see Methods) was related to the maturational
properties of the underlying pathways. Using partial correlations
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Fig. 3 | Structure–function relationships. a, Reconstructed bundles of the visual network in one infant (12 weeks old): optic radiations, extending from the
lateral geniculate nucleus to occipital regions (left), and callosal fibres connecting the occipital regions and passing through the splenium (right). b, Agerelated decrease of transverse diffusivity in optic radiations (red) and visual callosal fibres (blue) in the 22 infants with MRI data. c, Age-related increase in
response speeds (speed is approximately equal to anatomical distance divided by latency) corresponding to P1 (red) and IHTT (cyan) responses in
the 13 infants with both EEG and MRI data. d, Relationships between the response speed and transverse diffusivity (λ⊥) in the corresponding tract for
the 13 infants with EEG and MRI data. Partial correlations were performed to demonstrate that speeds are related to diffusivities, independently of age.
To visualize such relationships, we here show the residuals once the effect of age was removed, for P1 (left) and IHTT (right) speeds in relation to λ⊥
in the optic radiations (left) and visual callosal fibres (right). r and P values correspond to partial correlations reported in the text and Table 1.
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Table 1 | Evaluation of structural maturation with DTI
Maturational relationships across
bundles
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Speed P1

r = 0.78,
P < 0.001
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P = 0.021
r = −0.64,
P = 0.025
r = −0.45,
P > 0.1

aCC

r = −0.65,
P = 0.021

Left, partial correlations were computed for transverse diffusivity in the different pairs of bundles,
while controlling for the age of the infants. Optic and acoustic radiations, visual and auditory
callosal fibres are abbreviated by OR and AR, vCC and aCC, respectively. Right, partial correlations
were computed between the speed of P1 or IHTT and transverse diffusivity in similar bundles of
the visual and auditory networks, while controlling for age. P values are corrected for the number
of comparisons by false-discovery rate (FDR).
2,78

to account for the age of the infants (Table 1), we observed that the
speed of the contralateral P1 was related to the maturation of optic
radiations (r (Speed P1−OR age) = −0.65, P = 0.021; Fig. 3b), whereas
the speed of inter-hemispheric transfer was related to the maturation of visual and auditory callosal fibres (rSpeed IHTT−vCC∣age) = −0.64,
P = 0.025; Fig. 3c; rSpeed IHTT−aCC∣age) = −0.65, P = 0.021).
Together, these results reveal that the inter-hemispheric transfer
of early visual responses is already efficient during infancy and is
strongly related to the maturation of the underlying callosal fibres.
An efficient discrimination of left-hemifield faces. In the second
step of this study, we evaluated whether infants were able to discriminate faces that were presented either in the left or right hemifields
(Fig. 1c). Figure 4 shows the grand average ERP on the ipsi- and
contralateral clusters for each stimulated visual hemifield, all conditions merged (standard, new-deviant and known-deviant faces). We
focused our ERP analyses on the P1, to examine the effects of lowlevel features, and on the N290 and P400 components, which are the
classical components related to face perception in the infant literature25 (Figs. 4–6 and Supplementary Fig. 1). In each of the 40 infants
tested with the lateralized paradigm, we averaged the voltage over
three 100-ms time windows (P1: 150–250 ms; N290: 300–400 ms;
P400: 450–550 ms) and over symmetrical left and right clusters of
10-electrodes in the occipito-temporal regions (see Methods for
the choice of temporal windows and electrodes). We entered these
values into separate analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with condition (three levels), hemifield (two levels) and cluster (two levels) as
within-subject factors. For the P1, the ANOVA revealed a significant
interaction of hemifield by cluster (F1,39 = 26.5, P < 0.001), because, as
expected for a lateralized stimulation, the contralateral response was
larger than the ipsilateral response (for each hemifield, P < 0.001).
A modest trend for an interaction of condition by cluster was also
present (F1,39 = 2.6, P = 0.08). For the N290, there was a main effect
of condition (F1,39 = 3.4, P = 0.039), a marginally significant effect of
cluster (F2,78
1,39 = 3.6, P = 0.065), a significant interaction hemifield by
cluster (F2,78
1,39 = 15.1, P < 0.001) and a marginally significant interaction between condition and cluster (F2,78
1,39 = 2.7, P = 0.074). For the
P400, only a main effect for hemifield was observed (F1,39 = 5.1,
P = 0.030). We then analysed each hemifield separately.
Responses to left-hemifield faces. For the P1, there was no effect
of condition on the contralateral (F2,78
1,39 = 2.4, P > 0.1) and ipsilateral (F1,39
2,78< 1) hemisphere. For the N290, an effect of condition

4.2, 5.1
was observed across the contralateral right cluster (F2,78
1,39 =----Pfdr= 0.016) but not across the ipsilateral left cluster (F2,78
1,39 < 1). Post
hoc Students’s t-test analyses for paired conditions indicated that
the N290 amplitude was larger (that is, more negative) for newdeviant faces than for standard and known-deviant faces (respectively: t1,39 = −2.2, P = 0.031; t1,39 = −2.7, P = 0.014) (Figs. 5a and 6a
and Table 2), whereas no difference was detected between standard
and known-deviant faces (t1,39 < 1). Therefore, infants discriminated
faces presented in their left hemifield, whereas standard faces from
the other side (right hemifield) did not elicit a novelty response,
demonstrating that face information had been transferred between
hemispheres. The N290 amplitude difference between new and
standard faces became larger with age (r = −0.38, P = 0.047; Fig. 6c)
due to an increase of the N290 absolute amplitude in response to
new-deviant faces. No age effect was observed for the difference
between new- and known-deviant faces (r = −0.16, P > 0.1, Fig. 6c).
The same pattern was seen for the P400. An effect of condition was observed for the contralateral right cluster (F2,78
3.18, 3.9
1,39 = ----Pfdr= 0.047) but not for the ipsilateral left cluster (F2,78
1,39 < 1). The
P400 was significantly weaker for new faces relative to standard
faces (t1,39 = −2.3, P = 0.042) and known-deviant faces (t1,39 = −2.7,
P = 0.029), whereas responses to standard and known-deviant faces
did not differ (t1,39 < 1) (Figs. 5a and 6a). The difference between
new and standard faces tended to become larger with age despite not
being robust to multiple comparison corrections (r = −0.26, P > 0.1;
Fig. 6c). No age effect was observed for the difference between newand known-deviant faces (r = 0.16, P > 0.1; Fig. 6c).
Responses to right-hemifield faces. There was no significant effect of
condition for the P1, N290 and P400 responses, either in the contralateral left or in the ipsilateral right clusters (Figs. 5b and 6b and
Table 2). Because we did not anticipate this result, we looked for
putatively delayed effects. By visually inspecting the time-series, we
selected two later time windows (t1: 750–850 ms; t2: 1,050–1,150 ms).
Again no effect of condition was found (for the contralateral left
cluster: t1: F1,39 = 1.6, P > 0.1; t2: F1,39 = 1.7; P > 0.1; for the ipsilateral right cluster: t1: F1,39 < 1; t2: F1,39 < 1), although new-deviant
faces tended to evoke more positive responses than standard faces
in the contralateral left cluster (t1: t1,39 = 1.8, P = 0.071; t2: t1,39 = 1.9,
P = 0.065) but not the ipsilateral right cluster (t1,39 < 1, for both t1
and t2). Responses to known-deviant faces did not differ for the two
other conditions (P > 0.1 for t1 and t2 for both contra- and ipsilateral
clusters). Therefore, no reliable difference between conditions was
detected in the contra- and ipsilateral hemispheres, revealing that
infants were not able to discriminate faces presented in their right
hemifield either in the left or right hemisphere.
Finally, we studied whether the responses to standard faces presented in the right and left hemifield were different. The amplitudes
of the P1, N290 and P400 were similar for the left and right hemifield, for the ipsi- and contralateral clusters (Ps > 0.1), confirming
not only that both hemispheres were processing the stimuli, but also
that responses to left standard faces were not reduced relatively to
right standard faces.

Discussion

By combining structural and functional measurements using multimodal imaging, we uncovered several aspects of visual development
in human infants. We first confirmed the interdependency between
DTI measurements of white-matter maturation and the speed of the
neural responses, not only at the level of projection tracts, such as
the optical radiations, but also at the level of cortico-cortical tracts,
such as the corpus callosum. In particular, the myelination of the
splenium fibres supports the progressive acceleration of information transfer between hemispheres during the first postnatal semester. Second, we showed that the right hemisphere, but not the left,
discriminates faces presented in the contralateral hemifield. The
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response to a new face enlarged and accelerated with age only in the
right hemisphere, revealing an improvement in the processing ability
of the right hemisphere, whereas the left hemisphere remained
unresponsive to face differences. Third, new faces presented in the
right hemifield did not evoke any discriminative responses in the
left or in the ‘competent’ right hemisphere, highlighting the still
poorly functional inter-hemispheric transfer at this age. Finally, we
observed no evidence for an inhibitory role of the corpus callosum
on the left responses, because the P1 latencies, the IHTT and the
N290 and P400 amplitudes for standard faces did not differ for leftand right-hemifield presentations in either hemisphere.
First, we asked whether fibre-specific microstructural maturation correlates with the acceleration of evoked responses. Agedependent acceleration of the P1 response has been repeatedly
reported for central visual stimuli6,66,71, reflecting the increasing
efficiency of the visual pathway from the retina and lateral geniculate nucleus to the visual cortices. Here, lateralized stimuli evoked
delayed P1 responses relative to central stimuli, probably because
of the micro-architectural differences between the fovea composed
of very dense cones and the peripheral retina primarily containing
rods72,73. P1 acceleration persisted after 12 weeks of age for lateralized stimuli, whereas the adult latency was already reached for
central stimuli at this age. The speed of the early visual responses
for lateralized stimuli was related to the transverse diffusivity in the
optic radiation independent of age, as we have previously demonstrated for central stimuli6. Therefore, myelination of the optic fibres
is one of the major factors improving visual efficiency during the
first semester of postnatal life beyond the maturation of the peripheral paths and of V1.
The correlation between the structural and functional measurements of development was also seen for callosal connections and
the speed of inter-hemispheric transfer. We measured IHTT in
infants and related its speed increase to the maturation of splenium

callosal fibres connecting occipital regions. IHTT shortened from
300 ms in the youngest to 84 ms in the oldest infants. This delay is
notwithstanding far longer than in adults: 7–13 ms in response to
checkerboards74, 15 ms in response to white squares68, 30 ms in in
response to faces75, but is in the expected range for thin unmyelinated callosal fibres for which conduction delays are between 100 and
300 ms76. The maturation of visual callosal fibres was significantly
correlated with the maturation in the optic but not the auditory
radiations, indicating domain-related rather than a general maturation. Therefore, diffusion MRI might be a practical tool for following the efficiency of white-matter pathways during development
and to reveal neural connectivity through correlated maturation not
only in normal but also in pathological populations.
Next, we focused on our main goal and studied the ability of each
hemisphere to process faces by using two streams of faces in the left
and right visual hemifields. We are confident that almost all faces
were seen in a lateralized hemifield based on several arguments.
Firstly, at the experiment level, the short duration of face presentations (250 ms) was below the time delay for a saccadic eye movement at this age, which is about 400 ms in 4-month-old infants77.
The randomized delay between faces prevented infants from predicting the exact stimulus onset and orienting their gaze to the corresponding hemifield. We further inspected the video recordings
of the infants’ behaviour during the experiment to verify that they
were continuously centred with respect to the screen and that they
did not shift their gaze toward the side of the screen. Secondly, the
identification of contralateral P1 responses to left and right faces
confirmed that infants were focused on the central distractor at the
onset of the lateralized stimulation (see Figs. 2 and 4). This response
was followed by ipsilateral responses, and the significant correlation
between the IHTT and the maturation of the splenium callosal fibres
validates that we were measuring a genuine transfer of information
between hemispheres. Finally, the similar succession of components
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(P1, N290 and P400; Fig. 4) observed for each hemisphere contralateral to the stimulation confirms that each hemisphere was perceiving and processing the contralateral face. Taken together, these
arguments support the reliability of our experimental paradigm to
test each hemisphere separately in infants.
With this paradigm using lateralized stimuli, we were able to
uncover striking differences between the capabilities of the left and
right hemisphere. We recorded discrimination responses only in
the right hemisphere for new faces presented in the contralateral
left hemifield, revealing, contrary to expectations, a surprisingly
incompetent left hemisphere. If any evidence of face-discrimination capacity for the left hemisphere existed in this task, it was a
delayed, weak and hardly significant response around 750–850 ms
and 1,050–1,150 ms after the stimulus; this is in contrast to the earlier and robust N290 and P400 responses in the right hemisphere. It
might be possible that the discrimination between our face images
was done on low-level cues. However, if this was the case, we should
have expected an early difference at the level of the P1 as has previously been shown in adults78. This was indeed not the case (that
is, no effect of condition at the level of the P1), but further studies
might verify this point by using scrambled images as controls as has
previously been used33.
In adults, the left visual hemifield superiority for faces is related
to asymmetrical activation of the right–left fusiform face area for
face recognition79. In infants, this hemispheric difference was
asserted previously on the basis of behavioural studies in which the

latency of gaze orientation toward faces presented in the left and
right visual hemifield was measured50,51: four-month-old infants
oriented faster to their mother’s face than to a stranger’s presented
in the left hemifield. Furthermore, the same infants oriented faster
toward their mother’s face presented in the left rather than their
mother’s face presented in the right hemifield. In a second task, the
infants had to associate the position of a rewarding toy (above or
under the screen) with the identity of a face (mother or stranger)
presented within the right or left hemifield. They succeeded only
when the faces were presented in the left hemifield and therefore
processed by the contralateral right hemisphere (that is, 72% compared to 17% of infants reached the learning criterion for left- compared to right-hemifield faces; percentages computed from table 4
in ref. 3). Our results confirm that infant’s orienting failures for
right-hemifield faces in this study were related to a genuine difficulty in discriminating the two faces in that hemifield rather than
to subsequent difficulties in associating each face with the spatial
position of the reward.
In NIRS studies, a right hemispheric superiority was robustly
observed when configural perception was tested in 5–8-month-olds
(that is, upright versus inverted faces37 and canonical versus scrambled faces35) with a progressive development of a response for other
views of the face during the second semester of infancy38. Similarly,
a strong right hemisphere advantage was reported at 4–6 months
of age when faces with different sizes and in different viewpoints
were presented among other visual categories in a fast presentation
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Fig. 6 | Comparison of N290 and P400 components across face conditions. a,b, N290 (top row) and P400 (bottom row) amplitudes for faces presented
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ability for new-deviant versus standard faces (a significant decrease in N290 amplitude and a non-significant trend for P400 in the left plots) but not
versus know-deviant faces (right plots; NS, not significant (P > 0.1)).

paradigm. These results suggest that face categorization mainly
relies on the right hemisphere from the first months of life onwards.
However, discrimination between different faces measured with
NIRS induced bilateral responses in 7–8-month-olds36,80,81. Here,
our paradigm with rapid presentation of faces and divided attention

between the two hemifields may have amplified the differences in
the face-processing abilities of the left and right hemisphere much
in the same way dichotic presentation reveals the superiority of the
left hemisphere for speech. The left hemisphere has been shown
to be sensitive to facial features52 that may require a foveal analysis
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Table 2 | Comparison of P1, N290 and P400 responses for the
different face conditions
Left occipito-temporal cluster Right occipito-temporal cluster
Left faces
P1

F = 0.2, P > 0.1

F = 2.4, P = 0.101

N290

F = 0.1, P > 0.1

F = 5.1, P = 0.016
New versus standard:
t = −2.7, P = 0.014
Known versus standard:
t = 0.2, P > 0.1
New versus known:
t = −2.7, P = 0.014

P400

F = 0.2, P > 0.1

F = 3.9, P = 0.047
New versus standard:
t = −2.3, P = 0.042
Known versus standard:
t = 0.5, P > 0.1
New versus known:
t = −2.7, P = 0.029

Right faces
P1

F = 2.5, P = 0.090

F = 0.5, P > 0.1

New versus standard:
t = 0.1, P > 0.1
Known versus standard:
t = 2.5, P = 0.042
New versus known:
t = −1.7, P > 0.1
N290

F = 1.5, P > 0.1

F = 0.6, P > 0.1

P400

F = 0.1, P > 0.1

F = 0.2, P > 0.1

The effect of face condition was tested using separate ANOVAs for different ERP components
(P1, N290 and P400 responses) and for faces presented in the left and right hemifield. The main
effects of the experimental conditions are reported before post hoc Student’s t-test analyses
between conditions taken two by two. P values are corrected for multiple comparisons using
the FDR approach.

and a longer time to be discriminated, whereas the fast presentation outside the fovea in our paradigm might have favoured a rapid
configural analysis done by the right hemisphere53. The left- and
right-hemifield faces were never directly in competition but were
successively presented with a random delay of 550–950 ms. In
adults, this delay would be sufficient to reallocate attention from
one side to the other, but this probably did not occur in infants,
because of their difficulties with rapidly disengaging and reengaging their attention. It may have amplified the spontaneous advantage of the left hemifield.
The N290 amplitude increased with age in response to new faces
compared to standard faces, whereas the P400 amplitude showed the
opposite effect. This pattern suggests an acceleration of the discrimination response shifting from the P400 to the N290 time-range,
and supports the hypothesis that both components are precursors of
the adult face-specific N170 component28. This acceleration is probably related to the more refined representations of the faces of the
infant’s environment and of their distinctiveness21–24,82. It is noteworthy that the P1 for central stimuli reaches the adult values around
12 weeks of age (Fig. 2c), at the same time infants start to become
sensitive to second-order relations83,84. This better sensory encoding
certainly might help infants perceive more subtle differences.
It has previously been reported13 that visual input to the right
hemisphere during the first postnatal months was necessary for
adults to perceive second-order relations: adults with an early left
cataract were unable to perceive a change in the spacing between

both eyes as well as between the eyes and the mouth in successive
pictures of faces, in contrast to adults with an early right cataract.
However, they were able to perceive changes in the contours of the
face or internal facial features (eyes and mouth) similarly to normal
participants. Combined with our results in which only the right
hemisphere benefited from a discrimination improvement during
the first semester of life; these findings might point to a genuine lefthemispheric difficulty in processing these relations in a face space
and therefore to a different microstructural organization of the left
and right fusiform regions, probably of genetic origins with a critical window of learning for the right fusiform face area. Within the
fusiform gyrus, four regions have been described85 that are cytoarchitectonically dissociable and associated with specific functional
domains. Among them, FG2 and FG4 comprise face and word specific areas85. As the MRI signal is sensitive not only to water, but
also to iron and myelin, quantitative MRI can provide markers for
maturation of the grey matter5. The maturational timing of these
regions and of the neighbouring areas might reveal the microstructural differences that may underlie this functional asymmetry.
Finally, we investigated the efficiency of the inter-hemispheric
transfer of visual information. Right-lateralized faces were not
discriminated by the left hemisphere. Does this result imply that
infants do not process faces presented in their right visual hemifield at all? If this was the case, the right hemifield standard face
should have been processed as a new face by the right hemisphere
when occasionally presented in the left hemifield (known-deviant
condition); however this effect was not present in our study. On
the contrary, we observed no difference between the left and right
hemifield standard faces regardless of presentation side or cluster,
revealing that the transfer of information of facial features was successful when a face was repeated. One could oppose this interpretation by suggesting that the infant may have shifted their gaze to
the right hemifield and seen the standard face on this side; however
such occurrences, if any, were rare given our visual controls and are
likely to be just as rare as the new-face condition. Therefore, without
inter-hemispheric transfer, the known-face should have elicited a
similar response as to a new face. However, if the inter-hemispheric
transfer had been fully efficient, the new face perceived by the left
hemisphere should have been transferred to the competent right
hemisphere to be discriminated. But we found no significant difference between conditions for the ipsilateral cluster, even at a later
time-window for faces presented in the right hemifield. The long
IHTT in our group, relative to adults, may have hindered a correct
processing of a rare image, whereas the repeated image may have
progressively succeeded in obtaining a robust representation in the
right hemisphere. Inter-hemispheric transfer is therefore imperfect
at this age and may remain so until the end of the second year of
life, thereby explaining the behavioural results. Indeed, the cognitive tasks used in two previous behavioural studies investigating
trans-callosal transfer were complex: one was based on similarity
judgment between two visual items presented simultaneously in the
two hemifields59, and the second on the number of trials needed to
learn to discriminate two visual items once the other hemisphere
has already learned to discriminate them51.

Conclusion

Exploiting multimodal imaging in infants, we have demonstrated
that lateralized brain processes are not a property of the adult
human brain but are observed from the first postnatal weeks
onwards, probably because of structural specificities in the genetically specified left–right hemisphere architecture. We have also
highlighted that efficient transfer of visual information between
hemispheres emerges before 6 months of age, but this transfer is
still not fully efficient at this age and probably continues to improve
over the course of several months, considering the extended maturation of the corpus callosum. Because our goal was to assess
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the functional improvements in relation with structural development, our age range extends over the first postnatal semester and
we used the wide variation in the P1 latency. The N290 and P400
latencies are probably also accelerating, introducing inter-subject
variability and possibly impinging upon statistical comparisons
between conditions. Further studies should examine responses to
right-hemifield faces in a more homogeneous group but also at a
later age in order to understand how the left hemisphere, and its
abilities in featural analyses52, becomes integrated in the face network. Identifying the anatomo-functional substrates of early visual
development is crucial to understanding possible deviations from
this normal trajectory and long-term effects of early damage to the
visual system.

Methods

We report results obtained in two groups. The first group of infants was studied
with both EEG and diffusion MRI to study the functional maturation of visual
responses for lateralized stimuli in relation to the structural maturation of
white-matter pathways. The second group of infants was tested only with EEG to
complete our initial analyses on face discrimination using lateralized stimuli and
also to study responses for central faces.
Subjects. The first group consisted of 24 healthy full-term infants aged between
5.8 and 22.4 weeks (mean 14 ± 5.9 weeks, 11 girls). They were first scanned
with MRI and then underwent EEG recordings within a week. Two infants had
artifacted MRI images, three were not tested with EEG because their parents were
unable to return in the predetermined period, and four were rejected
due to excessive movement during EEG. Therefore, 22 infants were included
in the structural analyses (mean age: 13.8 ± 4.2 weeks), 15 infants in the ERP
analyses (mean age: 15 ± 4.1 weeks) and 13 infants had good MRI and EEG data to
analyse the correlations between DTI parameters and ERP latencies (mean
age: 14 ± 4.3 weeks).
The second group of 25 healthy full-term infants (from 5.6 to 23.6 weeks old,
mean age: 13.9 ± 5 weeks, 14 girls) was only tested with EEG. Twelve additional
infants were excluded due to insufficient data quality. These 25 infants were
merged with the 15 infants described above for a total of 40 infants for whom we
studied electrophysiological responses to lateralized face presentations. Out of the
25 infants of the second group, 23 were presented with additional centred faces
during the experiment.
The study was approved by the ethical committee for biomedical research. All
of the infants’ parents were informed about the content of the experiment as well as
its goals and gave written informed consent before starting the experiment.
MRI acquisition and post-processing of diffusion images. Acquisitions were
performed during spontaneous sleep in a 3T MRI system (Tim Trio, Siemens
Healthcare), equipped with a whole-body gradient (40 mT m−1, 200 T m−1 s−1)
and a 32-channel head coil. T2-weighted (T2w) images were acquired in infants
using a 2D turbo spin echo sequence (spatial resolution = 1 × 1 × 1.1 mm3)86.
A diffusion-weighted spin-echo EPI sequence was used with 30 orientations of
the diffusion gradients applied with b = 700 s mm−2. Fifty interleaved axial slices
covering the whole brain were acquired with a 1.8-mm isotropic spatial resolution,
leading to a total acquisition time of 5 min and 40 s, which is reasonably short for
unsedated infants7.
After correction for motion artifacts with Connectomist software87,88,
probabilistic tractography was performed based on a two-crossing-fibre diffusion
model over individual brain masks with FSL software89. Using individual seed
regions, several tracts were dissected: left and right optic radiations and visual callosal
fibres from the visual network as well as acoustic radiations and auditory callosal
fibres from the auditory network for comparative purposes. Seeds were localized at
the level of lateral geniculate nucleus and occipital regions for optic radiations, and at
the level of medial geniculate nucleus and auditory regions for accoustic radiations.
Seeds for callosal fibres were located in left and right primary visual/auditory areas
and fibres connecting these primary areas should pass through the corpus callosum
splenium. Following the estimation of the diffusion tensor, DTI maps (fractional
anisotropy, mean < D > , transverse λ⊥ and longitudinal λ diffusivities) were
computed for each subject. An averaged parameter X was calculated for each tract by
taking into account fibre density on the tract probability map90:

̄

X=

i

∑ Pri × Xi
i
∑ Pri

where i denotes the tract voxels, Pri is the fibre density at voxel i, and Xi is the value
of the DTI parameter at voxel i. For white matter, DTI parameters are affected
by axonal organization, compactness and myelination. We focused on transverse
diffusivity, which has been shown to be the best DTI marker of myelination6,64,65.

EEG protocol. Experimental paradigm. Coloured front faces of four female and
four male adults with neutral expressions were used as visual stimuli. Six of these
images were used for lateralized presentation and two for centred presentation.
The image presentation was driven by E-Prime (Psycho-logical Software
Products)(Fig. 1).
Lateralized paradigm. The infants’ eyes were attracted to the centre of the screen
by a rotating coloured bull’s-eye that remained at the centre of the screen during
the whole experiment. Two streams of face images were presented on the left
and right side of the rotating bull’s eye (Fig. 1b,c). The centre of the image was at
around 7.5 degrees of eccentricity from the infants’ centre of view, its inner/outer
edges at about 3.1/12.5 degrees of eccentricity for an infant sitting at about 60 cm
from the screen. Each image was presented for 250 ms. The left and right images
were presented asynchronously in an alternating fashion with a variable delay
between images (550 to 950 ms post-offset of the image with a 50-ms step) to avoid
anticipatory looks to the sides. Each stream included three types of images: a sideassigned face image (standard), a novel face (new-deviant), or the face commonly
assigned to the other side (known-deviant). Inside a block, the faces were either
all female or all male. Two similar paradigms but with different trial organizations
were used for the two groups of infants.
The first group consisted of 15 infants. To familiarize infants with the
experimental paradigm and for them to learn the face-side assignment, 8 standard
trials with side-assigned faces were first presented on each side (habituation phase).
Then in a test phase, 54 trials were presented on each side, with a succession of
18 three-trial structures: two standard trials and the third trial randomly chosen
among either a standard, new- or known-deviant condition (Fig. 1e). Over the
54 trials, 42 (77.8 %) were therefore standard trials, and 6 (11.1%) were new- or
known-deviant trials. Each block included 124 trials (2 sides × (8 habituation + 54
test) trials), out of which 80.6 % were standard, 9.7 % new-deviant and 9.7 %
known-deviant. The whole experiment comprised four blocks alternating between
female and male faces (9 min).
The second group consisted of 25 infants. In the first group, the side of the first
block image was not counterbalanced across infants, implying that the critical third
image of the three-trial structure (standard versus new- versus known-deviant
faces) was always presented on the left side before the right side. In the second
group, we controlled for trial order, such that: (1) Deviant trials were preceded
by a similar number of standard trials on both left and right sides. (2) No two
successive deviant faces at the same or opposite sides were allowed. Infants were
presented with 4 blocks of 80 trials on each side (60 standard, 10 new-deviant,
10 known-deviant). As for the first group, 8 standard trials were presented at the
beginning of each block in each hemifield, leading to 176 trials per block (2 sides
× (8 habituation + 80 test) trials), out of which 77.3 % were standard, 11.4 % newdeviant and 11.4 % known-deviant.
Central paradigm (23 infants). We took advantage of this second group to test
infants’ responses to centred stimuli. Four additional blocks of 30 trials (two
images with female and two with male faces) were presented after the blocks with
lateralized stimuli. One female and one male face, not used during the lateralized
paradigm, were presented at the centre of the screen for 250 ms, spaced by a
random interval of 250–550 ms during which the coloured bull’s eye was presented
(Fig. 1a). The total duration of the second experiment (lateralized + centred
paradigms) was at most 15 min.
EEG data acquisition. An EEG recording net comprising 128 electrodes (EGI)
with a reference on the vertex was placed on the infants’ heads relative to
anatomical markers. Infants were seated on their parents’ laps in front of the
screen in a shielded EEG room. Music was continuously played behind the screen
to attract the infants’ attention toward the screen. If an infant was distracted, the
experiment was briefly interrupted and the experimenter focused her/his attention
back toward the screen. If it was not possible, the experiment was prematurely
terminated. A camera placed above the screen recorded the infants’ position and
looking direction throughout the experiment. EEG was continuously digitized at a
sampling rate of 250 Hz during the whole experiment (net amp 200 system EGI).
EEG processing and ERP analyses. EEG pre-processing. EEG recordings were
band-pass filtered between 0.5 and 20 Hz on the EGI recording station, then
exported to be processed using MATLAB toolboxes: EEGLAB91 and Brainstorm92.
The signal was segmented into epochs of 1,700 ms (−200 to +1,500 ms relative to
the onset of each face presentation). Channels contaminated by movement or eye
artifacts were automatically rejected on a trial-by-trial basis based on amplitude
variations inside an epoch: each channel epoch was rejected when the fast average
amplitude exceeded 250 µV, or when deviation between fast and slow running
averages exceeded 150 µV. Electrodes were rejected if they were marked as bad
in more than 70% of the epochs, and trials were rejected if more than 50% of the
electrodes were marked bad. Recordings were then re-referenced by subtracting
the average activity of all channels over the brain to obtain average-reference
recordings, then baseline-corrected by the 200 ms preceding the onset of the
image presentation. On average, we obtained 171/170 correct trials, respectively,
for the left/right hemifield faces in the first group of infants, and 72/71/37 for
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav
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the left/right/centre location in the second group. For each infant, trials were
first averaged by stimulus side (that is, left/right/centre) in order to evaluate the
early visual ERP responses (that is, P1). Then trials were averaged by condition
(standard faces, new- or known-deviant faces in the left and right hemifield) to
study face discrimination.
Early visual perception. P1 latencies. For left/right hemifield presentation, we
evaluated the latency of the contralateral and ipsilateral P1 across the two groups
(15 + 25 = 40 infants). For the grand average topography, we identified two
symmetrical clusters of five electrodes around O1 and O2 for which early visual
responses were observed independent of the infants’ ages. We averaged the timeseries across the electrode clusters in each infant and measured the latencies of the
following components (Fig. 2b): P1 as the first positive peak in the hemisphere
contralateral to the image, and P1 ipsi as the first positive peak appearing after P1
in the hemisphere ipsilateral to the stimulation. The inter-hemispheric transfer
time (IHTT) was defined as the latency difference between these two peaks
(IHTT = LatencyP1 −LatencyP1). For central faces, P1 latency was identified in
Ipsi
each infant as the first positive peak over a cluster of 6 mid-occipital electrodes
surrounding Oz (Fig. 2a).
Effect of age on P1 latencies and transverse diffusivity. We first assessed the
effect of age on functional and structural measurements, that is, contralateral
P1, IHTT and central P1 on the one hand; and on transverse diffusivity in optic/
auditory radiations and visual/auditory callosal fibres on the other hand. To
evaluate domain-specific maturational patterns beyond a general effect of age, we
computed partial correlations (controlling for age) between transverse diffusivity
measurements for the 4 pairs of tracts. We used a false-discovery rate (FDR)
approach to correct for the number of comparisons. Finally, we tested hemispheric
asymmetries in the optic and acoustic radiations with paired t-tests on the
transverse diffusivity in the left and right tracts.
Relationships between P1 latencies and tract-specific transverse diffusivity.
We proceeded by examining the relationship between functional and structural
measurements of maturation. Because ERP latencies depend on the distance the
neural signal has to travel in addition to the myelination of pathways, we computed
conduction speeds of ERP responses (distance / latency) using anatomical
distances in the brain. For contralateral P1 latency, we approximated the length
of the optic radiations as the distance between the eyes and the occipital poles
measured on each individual infant’s T2w images as in our previous study6 and
computed the conduction speed of P1 (SpeedP1). For inter-hemispheric transfer
time, we measured the length of the callosal fibres obtained by tractography and
computed the speed of inter-hemispheric transfer (SpeedIHTT). To confirm the
specificity of these results to the visual domain, we performed the same analysis,
but considering the acoustic radiations and auditory callosal fibres as surrogate
tracts for SpeedP1 and SpeedIHTT, respectively. We used FDR approach to correct for
the four comparisons.
Discrimination of lateralized presented faces. To study face-discrimination responses,
we considered only the standard and deviant trials that were in the same position in
the block structure. For the first group for which faces were presented in a three-trial
structure, we considered the third face of the structure, which was either a standard,
known-deviant or new-deviant face. In the second group to mimic the constraints
imposed on deviant trials in the first paradigm, we selected the standard faces
following at least two standard faces on the same or opposite side. The numbers of
trials considered in each condition was therefore balanced. On average, we obtained
11/10/14 trials per subject for the new-deviant/known-deviant/standard conditions
for each side. Epochs were averaged for each condition and side of presentation in
each infant. As results were similar in the two groups, the data were merged.
In the literature, two face-specific components, the N290 and the P400
recorded over the lower temporal regions, have been reported in infants25. We thus
selected two clusters of 10 electrodes in the left and right inferior temporal regions
extending from O1/O2 to T5/T6 electrodes on the 10–20 international system (as
in ref. 93). For each experimental condition, we averaged the voltage over these
electrodes and over a 100-ms time window centred on each component’s peak
in each infant. The peaks were determined on the grand average from merging
all conditions and infants. Therefore, we analysed the three visual components
(P1, N290 and P400) for the following time windows 150–250 ms for the P1,
300–400 ms for N290 and 450–550 ms for P400 (Fig. 4). The time windows are
slightly delayed compared to the classical timing of N290 and P400 components
as latencies are delayed for lateralized stimuli relative to central stimuli and also
because our infant cohort is younger than those most commonly tested.
The voltage amplitudes were entered in three independent analyses of variance,
each comprising three within-subject factors: condition (standard, known-deviant
and new-deviant), electrodes (left and right cluster), and side of stimulation (left
and right hemifield). We examined two effects of interest in post hoc analyses
using paired t-tests: (1) Whether the new-deviant condition was significantly
different from the standard condition in order to demonstrate face discrimination
capabilities. (2) Whether the known-deviant condition was significantly different
from the new-deviant condition or from the standard condition in order to
evaluate the efficiency of the inter-hemispheric transfer. Finally, we evaluated

whether the face-discrimination response was correlated with age using robust
regression. We report significant effects with a P value below 0.05, once corrected
for multiple comparisons using FDR correction.
Life Sciences Reporting Summary. Further information on experimental design is
available in the Life Sciences Reporting Summary.
Code availability. The analysis code that supports the findings of this study is
available from the corresponding author upon request.
Data availability. The data and analysis code that support the findings of this study
are available from the corresponding author upon request.
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Experimental design

1. Sample size
Describe how sample size was determined.

A total of 40 and 22 infants were included in the EEG and MRI studies respectively,
respecting typical sample size in infant studies . 13 infants had adequate data for
both studies, which is fair considering the difficulties of acquiring both types of
data in a young population.
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2. Data exclusions
Describe any data exclusions.

We excluded ~ 30 infants from the EEG study, because we could not obtain
appropriate data in these infants. The exclusion criteria were:
- low tolerance of infants during the experiment and thus insufficient recording
time.
- extensive movements during the experiment creating large artefacts in the data
- low number of trials per experimental condition after the preprocessing,
- presence of several saccadic eye movements after checking the recorded videos
of the experiment.
We also excluded ~20 infants from MRI study, since no good data could be
obtained for them.

3. Replication
Describe whether the experimental findings were
reliably reproduced.

The EEG experiment was carried out in two infant groups and the right-hemisphere
face discrimination responses were reproduced in both groups.

4. Randomization
Describe how samples/organisms/participants were
allocated into experimental groups.

The experiment consisted of intra-subject comparisons and did not require
randomization of participants into groups.

5. Blinding
Describe whether the investigators were blinded to
group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.

The experiment consisted of intra-subject comparisons and did not require
randomization of participants into groups that investigators should have been
blinded to.

Note: all studies involving animals and/or human research participants must disclose whether blinding and randomization were used.
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6. Statistical parameters

n/a Confirmed
The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement (animals, litters, cultures, etc.)
A description of how samples were collected, noting whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same
sample was measured repeatedly
A statement indicating how many times each experiment was replicated
The statistical test(s) used and whether they are one- or two-sided (note: only common tests should be described solely by name; more
complex techniques should be described in the Methods section)
A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as an adjustment for multiple comparisons
The test results (e.g. P values) given as exact values whenever possible and with confidence intervals noted
A clear description of statistics including central tendency (e.g. median, mean) and variation (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)
Clearly defined error bars
See the web collection on statistics for biologists for further resources and guidance.
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For all figures and tables that use statistical methods, confirm that the following items are present in relevant figure legends (or in the
Methods section if additional space is needed).

Software

Policy information about availability of computer code

7. Software
Describe the software used to analyze the data in this
study.

EEG : Matlab toolboxes (EEGLAB and Brainstorm ) and some in-house codes ran
under Matlab were used to analyze the EEG data.
MRI: Connectomist software was used for motion artifact corrections and FSL was
used for tractography and computing DTI maps.

For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the paper but not yet described in the published literature, software must be made
available to editors and reviewers upon request. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). Nature Methods guidance for
providing algorithms and software for publication provides further information on this topic.
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Materials and reagents

Policy information about availability of materials

8. Materials availability
Indicate whether there are restrictions on availability of
unique materials or if these materials are only available
for distribution by a for-profit company.

The data is available upon request.

9. Antibodies
Describe the antibodies used and how they were validated No antibodies were used.
for use in the system under study (i.e. assay and species).

10. Eukaryotic cell lines
no eukaryotic cell lines were used.

b. Describe the method of cell line authentication used.

no eukaryotic cell lines were used.

c. Report whether the cell lines were tested for
mycoplasma contamination.

no eukaryotic cell lines were used.

d. If any of the cell lines used are listed in the database
of commonly misidentified cell lines maintained by
ICLAC, provide a scientific rationale for their use.

no commonly misidentified cell lines were used.
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a. State the source of each eukaryotic cell line used.
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Animals and human research participants

Policy information about studies involving animals; when reporting animal research, follow the ARRIVE guidelines

11. Description of research animals
Provide details on animals and/or animal-derived
materials used in the study.

no animals were used.

Policy information about studies involving human research participants

12. Description of human research participants
Describe the covariate-relevant population
characteristics of the human research participants.

40 and 22 healthy full-term infants were included in the EEG and MRI
experiments. Age was entered as a covariable. The study was approved by the
ethical committee for biomedical research. All of the infants’ parents were
informed about the content of the experiment as well as its goals and gave written
informed consent before starting the experiment.
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/ŶŝƚŝĂůƐƵďŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ

ZĞǀŝƐĞĚǀĞƌƐŝŽŶ

&ŝŶĂůƐƵďŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ

DZ/^ƚƵĚŝĞƐZĞƉŽƌƚŝŶŐ^ƵŵŵĂƌǇ
&ŽƌŵĨŝĞůĚƐǁŝůůĞǆƉĂŶĚĂƐŶĞĞĚĞĚ͘WůĞĂƐĞĚŽŶŽƚůĞĂǀĞĨŝĞůĚƐďůĂŶŬ͘

`ǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĂůĚĞƐŝŐŶ
ϭ͘ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƚŚĞĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĂůĚĞƐŝŐŶ͘

Eͬ

Ϯ͘^ƉĞĐŝĨǇƚŚĞŶƵŵďĞƌŽĨďůŽĐŬƐ͕ƚƌŝĂůƐŽƌĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĂů Eͬ
ƵŶŝƚƐƉĞƌƐĞƐƐŝŽŶĂŶĚͬŽƌƐƵďũĞĐƚ͕ĂŶĚƐƉĞĐŝĨǇƚŚĞ
ůĞŶŐƚŚŽĨĞĂĐŚƚƌŝĂůŽƌďůŽĐŬ;ŝĨƚƌŝĂůƐĂƌĞďůŽĐŬĞĚͿ
ĂŶĚŝŶƚĞƌǀĂůďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚƌŝĂůƐ͘
ϯ͘ĞƐĐƌŝďĞŚŽǁďĞŚĂǀŝŽƌĂůƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞǁĂƐ
ŵĞĂƐƵƌĞĚ͘

Eͬ
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ŽƌƌĞƐƉŽŶĚŝŶŐĂƵƚŚŽƌ;ƐͿ͗ 'ŚŝƐůĂŝŶĞĞŚĂĞŶĞͲ>ĂŵďĞƌƚǌ

`ĐƋƵŝƐŝƚŝŽŶ
ϰ͘/ŵĂŐŝŶŐ
Ă͘^ƉĞĐŝĨǇƚŚĞƚǇƉĞ;ƐͿŽĨŝŵĂŐŝŶŐ͘

^ƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĂůĂŶĚĚŝĨĨƵƐŝŽŶDZ/

ď͘^ƉĞĐŝĨǇƚŚĞĨŝĞůĚƐƚƌĞŶŐƚŚ;ŝŶdĞƐůĂͿ͘

ϯd

Đ͘WƌŽǀŝĚĞƚŚĞĞƐƐĞŶƚŝĂůƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞŝŵĂŐŝŶŐƉĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐ͘

dϮǁŝŵĂŐĞƐǁĞƌĞŽďƚĂŝŶĞĚǁŝƚŚĂϮƚƵƌďŽƐƉŝŶĞĐŚŽƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞ;d^͕dͬ
dZсϭϰϵͬϰϱϬϬŵƐ͕ϰĐŽŶĐĂƚĞŶĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕ƉĂƌĂůůĞůŝŵĂŐŝŶŐ'ZWWƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ
ĨĂĐƚŽƌϮͿ͘ǆŝĂůƐůŝĐĞƐǁĞƌĞĂĐƋƵŝƌĞĚǁŝƚŚĂƐƉĂƚŝĂůƌĞƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶŽĨϭǆϭǆϭ͘ϭ
ŵŵ;ĨŝĞůĚŽĨǀŝĞǁсϭϵϮŵŵ͖ĂĐƋƵŝƐŝƚŝŽŶŵĂƚƌŝǆсϭϵϮпϭϵϮ͕ŶŽŝŶƚĞƌƉŽůĂƚŝŽŶ
ĂƚƌĞĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ͖ƐůŝĐĞƚŚŝĐŬŶĞƐƐсϭ͘ϭŵŵ͖ϵϮƐůŝĐĞƐͿ͘&ŽƌĚŝĨĨƵƐŝŽŶDZ/͕
ƐƉŝŶĞĐŚŽW/ƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞǁĂƐƵƐĞĚ;dͬdZсϳϮͬϭϬϬϬϬŵƐͿ͘ϱϬŝŶƚĞƌůĞĂǀĞĚ
ĂǆŝĂůƐůŝĐĞƐǁĞƌĞĂĐƋƵŝƌĞĚǁŝƚŚĂϭ͘ϴŵŵŝƐŽƚƌŽƉŝĐƐƉĂƚŝĂůƌĞƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶ;ĨŝĞůĚŽĨ
ǀŝĞǁсϮϯϬŵŵ͕ŵĂƚƌŝǆсϭϮϴпϭϮϴͿ͘dŽŵŝŶŝŵŝǌĞƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐĂďƐŽƌƉƚŝŽŶƌĂƚĞ
;^ZͿĂŶĚŶŽŝƐĞĞǆƉŽƐƵƌĞ͕ǁĞƵƐĞĚƌĂĚŝŽͲĨƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇŝŵƉƵůƐŝŽŶƐǁŝƚŚ͞ŶŽ
^Z͕͟ĂŶĚƚŚĞ͞ǁŚŝƐƉĞƌ͟ŐƌĂĚŝĞŶƚƐŵŽĚĞŝŶƚŚĞƐĞƐĞƋƵĞŶĐĞƐ͘

Ě͘&ŽƌĚŝĨĨƵƐŝŽŶDZ/͕ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĨƵůůĚĞƚĂŝůƐŽĨŝŵĂŐŝŶŐ
ƉĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐ͘

ϯϬŽƌŝĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶƐŽĨƚŚĞĚŝĨĨƵƐŝŽŶŐƌĂĚŝĞŶƚƐǁĞƌĞĂƉƉůŝĞĚǁŝƚŚďсϳϬϬƐ͘ŵŵͲϮ͘

ϱ͘^ƚĂƚĞĂƌĞĂŽĨĂĐƋƵŝƐŝƚŝŽŶ͘

ǁŚŽůĞďƌĂŝŶ

`WƌĞƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŝŶŐ
ϲ͘ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƚŚĞƐŽĨƚǁĂƌĞƵƐĞĚĨŽƌƉƌĞƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŝŶŐ͘

WƌĞͲƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŝŶŐƐ͕ŶŽƚĂďůǇĐŽƌƌĞĐƚŝŽŶŽĨŵŽƚŝŽŶĂƌƚŝĨĂĐƚƐ͕ǁĞƌĞƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĞĚ
ǁŝƚŚŽŶŶĞĐƚŽŵŝƐƚƐŽĨƚǁĂƌĞ;Wd<ƐŽĨƚǁĂƌĞ͕EĞƵƌŽ^ƉŝŶ͖ƐĞĞƵďŽŝƐĞƚĂů͕
DĂŐŶĞƚŝĐZĞƐŽŶĂŶĐĞ/ŵĂŐŝŶŐϮϬϭϰͿ͘dƌĂĐƚŽŐƌĂƉŚǇĂŶĚƋƵĂŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶŽĨ
d/ŵĂƉƐǁĂƐƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĞĚƵƐŝŶŐ&^>;ĞŚƌĞŶƐĞƚĂů͕͘ϮϬϬϳͿ͘

ϳ͘EŽƌŵĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ
EŽŶŽƌŵĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶǁĂƐƵƐĞĚ

ď͘ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƚŚĞƚĞŵƉůĂƚĞƵƐĞĚĨŽƌŶŽƌŵĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶͬ
ƚƌĂŶƐĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ͘

EŽŶŽƌŵĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶǁĂƐƵƐĞĚ
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Ă͘/ĨĚĂƚĂǁĞƌĞŶŽƌŵĂůŝǌĞĚͬƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŝǌĞĚ͕ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞƚŚĞ
ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ;ĞƐͿ͘

ϴ͘ĞƐĐƌŝďĞǇŽƵƌƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞĨŽƌĂƌƚŝĨĂĐƚĂŶĚƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞĚ DŽƚŝŽŶĂƌƚŝĨĂĐƚƐǁĞƌĞĐŽƌƌĞĐƚĞĚǁŝƚŚŽŶŶĞĐƚŽŵŝƐƚƐŽĨƚǁĂƌĞ;Wd<
ŶŽŝƐĞƌĞŵŽǀĂů͘
ƐŽĨƚǁĂƌĞ͕EĞƵƌŽ^ƉŝŶ͖ƐĞĞƵďŽŝƐĞƚĂů͕DĂŐŶĞƚŝĐZĞƐŽŶĂŶĐĞ/ŵĂŐŝŶŐϮϬϭϰͿ
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`^ƚĂƚŝƐƚŝĐĂůŵŽĚĞůŝŶŐΘŝŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ
ϭϬ͘ĞĨŝŶĞǇŽƵƌŵŽĚĞůƚǇƉĞĂŶĚƐĞƚƚŝŶŐƐ͘

Eͬ

ϭϭ͘^ƉĞĐŝĨǇƚŚĞƉƌĞĐŝƐĞĞĨĨĞĐƚƚĞƐƚĞĚ͘

Eͬ

ϭϮ͘ŶĂůǇƐŝƐ
Ă͘^ƉĞĐŝĨǇǁŚĞƚŚĞƌĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐŝƐǁŚŽůĞďƌĂŝŶŽƌZK/ͲďĂƐĞĚ͘

d/ŵĂƉƐǁĞƌĞĐŽŵƉƵƚĞĚŽǀĞƌƚŚĞǁŚŽůĞďƌĂŝŶ͘YƵĂŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶŽĨd/
ƉĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐǁĂƐƌĞƐƚƌŝĐƚĞĚƚŽƚŚĞǁŚŝƚĞŵĂƚƚĞƌƉĂƚŚǁĂǇƐŽĨŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚƚŚĂƚ
ǁĞƌĞƌĞĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚĞĚǁŝƚŚƚƌĂĐƚŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ͘

ď͘/ĨZK/ͲďĂƐĞĚ͕ĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞŚŽǁĂŶĂƚŽŵŝĐĂůůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶƐǁĞƌĞ
ĚĞƚĞƌŵŝŶĞĚ͘

ƵŶĚůĞƐŽĨŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚǁĞƌĞƌĞĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚĞĚǁŝƚŚƚƌĂĐƚŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ͕ĨŽƌǁŚŝĐŚƐĞĞĚƐ
ǁĞƌĞĚƌĂǁŶŵĂŶƵĂůůǇŝŶĞĂĐŚŝŶĨĂŶƚďǇŽŶĞĞǆƉĞƌŝŵĞŶƚĞƌ;WͿ͘

ϭϯ͘^ƚĂƚĞƚŚĞƐƚĂƚŝƐƚŝĐƚǇƉĞĨŽƌŝŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ͘
;^ĞĞŬůƵŶĚĞƚĂů͘ϮϬϭϲ͘Ϳ

ŐĞͲƌĞůĂƚĞĚĐŚĂŶŐĞƐŝŶd/ƉĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐǁĞƌĞĂƐƐĞƐƐĞĚƵƐŝŶŐWĞĂƌƐŽŶ
ĐŽƌƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕ĂŶĚŵĂƚƵƌĂƚŝŽŶƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉƐĂĐƌŽƐƐďƵŶĚůĞƐ͕ďĞǇŽŶĚĂŐĞ
ĞĨĨĞĐƚƐ͕ǁĞƌĞĂƐƐĞƐƐĞĚƵƐŝŶŐƉĂƌƚŝĂůĐŽƌƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐ͘

ϭϰ͘ĞƐĐƌŝďĞƚŚĞƚǇƉĞŽĨĐŽƌƌĞĐƚŝŽŶĂŶĚŚŽǁŝƚŝƐ
ŽďƚĂŝŶĞĚĨŽƌŵƵůƚŝƉůĞĐŽŵƉĂƌŝƐŽŶƐ͘

&ZĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚǁĂƐƵƐĞĚƚŽĐŽƌƌĞĐƚĨŽƌƚŚĞŶƵŵďĞƌŽĨĐŽƌƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚ
ƉĂƌƚŝĂůĐŽƌƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŚĂƚǁĞƌĞĞǀĂůƵĂƚĞĚ͘
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Eͬ
ϵ͘ĞĨŝŶĞǇŽƵƌƐŽĨƚǁĂƌĞĂŶĚͬŽƌŵĞƚŚŽĚĂŶĚĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂ
ĨŽƌǀŽůƵŵĞĐĞŶƐŽƌŝŶŐ͕ĂŶĚƐƚĂƚĞƚŚĞĞǆƚĞŶƚŽĨƐƵĐŚ
ĐĞŶƐŽƌŝŶŐ͘

ϭϱ͘ŽŶŶĞĐƚŝǀŝƚǇ
Ă͘&ŽƌĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶĂůĂŶĚͬŽƌĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝǀŝƚǇ͕ƌĞƉŽƌƚƚŚĞ Eͬ
ŵĞĂƐƵƌĞƐŽĨĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶĐĞƵƐĞĚĂŶĚƚŚĞŵŽĚĞůĚĞƚĂŝůƐ͘
ď͘&ŽƌŐƌĂƉŚĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ͕ƌĞƉŽƌƚƚŚĞĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚǀĂƌŝĂďůĞĂŶĚ Eͬ
ĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶĂůĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝǀŝƚǇŵĞĂƐƵƌĞ͘

ϭϲ͘&ŽƌŵƵůƚŝǀĂƌŝĂƚĞŵŽĚĞůŝŶŐĂŶĚƉƌĞĚŝĐƚŝǀĞĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ͕
ƐƉĞĐŝĨǇŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚǀĂƌŝĂďůĞƐ͕ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐĞǆƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ
ĂŶĚĚŝŵĞŶƐŝŽŶƌĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ͕ŵŽĚĞů͕ƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐĂŶĚ
ĞǀĂůƵĂƚŝŽŶŵĞƚƌŝĐƐ͘

Eͬ
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